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Energy futures, though they have been around for decades, have really gained traction in the last few years as energy investors have discovered that they can use the futures markets to protect
themselves and profit in a volatile energy market. Moreover, energy investors can diversify their equity portfolios and move up or down the energy chain by using energy futures. And, as mentioned

earlier, energy investors can utilize the futures markets to hedge their exposure to volatile crude oil prices. If an investor is targeting a particular crude oil exposure, it is important to understand that an
energy investor also must consider that the prices of various products, from refinery feedstocks to finished products, may also fluctuate. Thus, if one is seeking to mitigate his exposure to crude oil, then
one must also be aware that energy prices may fluctuate. For example, may assume that gasoline futures are trading at $3.50/gal., and crack spreads on the various products (diesel, jet fuel, etc.) are

trading at $0.50/gal., then in order to mitigate one's risk, one would be wanting to purchase crack spreads on jet fuel and also purchase gasoline at a futures price that anticipates gasoline
cracking/processing costs to be $2.00/gal. in order to offset the risk of purchasing crude oil at $40.00/BBL for the aforementioned $40.00/BBL price. In such a scenario, the investor's portfolio would be

hedged if those prices move up or down. However, if the diesel crack spread were trading at $1.00/gal. and the jet fuel crack spread were trading at $1.00/gal., then the investor's portfolio would still be
exposed to the crude oil price volatility, albeit at a much lower level.
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To be profitable, refiners
need to compute crack
spreads that are based
on expected or average
oil prices. If the market

price of crude oil is $100
and the market price of a
gasoline product is $120,
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then a three month crack
spread is $120 minus
$100 or $20. A crack
spread of this size will
pay $10 per barrel of

$120 per barrel product.
A crack spread can be

obtained by buying
gasoline futures

contracts and selling
crude oil futures

contracts. A crude oil
crack spread is a hedge
against future gasoline

price swings. The goal is
to reduce the risk of price
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volatility that may affect
gasoline sales. The

position is best
developed when crude oil

has already risen from
$30 per barrel to $40 per
barrel. If crude oil spikes

to $45 per barrel, the
crack spread position
becomes a net loss.

Hedge fund managers
use a variety of

techniques to identify
value. If a manager likes
a stock, he makes his bet
on it by “going long,” or
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buying the stock and
selling puts. If a manager
doesn't like a stock, he

goes short or “selling the
puts.” He might also
invest in a special-

purpose trust or fund.
The stock could be an
individual company, a

company whose shares
are held by the manager

himself, or a trust
organized by the fund.
The fund might own an
individual stock for very

little or nothing. A
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manager might also
invest in swaps, options,
interest rate swaps, or
futures contracts; he

might use any or all of
these instruments to

express what he thinks a
company's value might
be. In 2000, when the
prominent hedge fund
manager John Paulson
stunned the world by

announcing that he was
shorting a falling oil

bubble, the price of a
barrel of oil fell by around
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$60 in about an hour. An
astonishing burst.
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